their shameful privy members are flayed. And if it be
that they divide their hose in other colours, as white
and black, or white and blue, or black and red, and
so forth, then it seems, by variation of colour, that
the half of their privy members are corrupted by the
fire of Saint Anthony, or by cancer, or by other such
misfortune. As to the hinder parts of their buttocks,
the thing is horrible to see. For,'indeed, in that part
of their body where they purge their stinking ordure,
that foul part they proudly show to the people in
despite of decency, which decency Jesus Christ and
His friends observed in their lives. Now, as to the
extravagant array of women, God knows that though
the faces of them seem chaste and gentle, yet do they
advertise, by their attire, their lickerousness and
pride. I say not that a moderate gaiety in clothing is
unseemly, but certainly the superfluity or inordinate
scantiness of clothing is reprehensible. Also, the sin
of adornment or apparel lies in things that appertain
to riding, as in too many fine horses that are kept for
delight, that are so fair, fat, and costly; in many a
vicious knave who is kept because of them; in too
curious harness, as saddles, cruppers, poitrels, and
bridles covered with precious caparison and rich, and
with bars and plates of gold and silver. As to which
God says by Zechariah the prophet: "I will confound
the riders of such horses." These folk have but little
regard.for the riding of God of Heaven's Son and of
His trappings, when He rode upon the ass and had
no other caparison than the poor cloaks of His dis-
ciples; nor do we read that ever He rode upon any
other beast. I say this against the sin of superfluity,
and not against reasonable display when the occasion
requires it. And further, certainly pride is greatly
shown in keeping up a great household, when such
servants are of little profit, or of no profit. And this
is especially so when such an array of servants is mis-
chievous and injurious to the people, by the inso-
lence of high rank or by way of office. For truly, such
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